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Supervised Learning for Graph Neural Networks 
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Data Encoder Classifier Cross-entropy 
Loss

• End-to-End Training

Data Encoder

Classifier

Pre-train 
Loss

(1) Pre-Training Stage
Reduce the difficulty of learning the classifier.

• Two-Stage Training

Cross-entropy 
Loss

Data Encoder

(2) Tuning Stage
Learn a task-specific classifier.



Pre-training by Contrastive Learning
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• Contrastive learning (CL) aims to learn such an embedding space in which samples of 
the same class stay closer to each other while samples of different classes are far apart.

• CL can be applied to both supervised and unsupervised settings.

• Basic Idea of Contrastive Learning

• Challenges

• Data inconsistence may impact the performance of contrastive learning.
• Two kinds of data inconsistence

• Intra-class variance: samples of the same class do not always share similar patterns
• Inter-class similarity: samples of different classes may share similar patterns



Example: Anomaly Detection

• Fraudsters impersonate normal users to disguise themselves.

• Fraudsters have diverse fraud strategies.

• Normal users have diverse interests and behavior patterns.



Pre-training by Contrastive Learning
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• Our Solution

Make the cluster information of the data and perform cluster-aware contrastive learning.

The clustering information can reduce the interference of the data inconsistence.
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SupCon: Supervised Contrastive Learning

8Image from Prannay Khosla, Piotr Teterwak, Chen Wang, Aaron Sarna, Yonglong Tian, Phillip Isola, Aaron Maschinot, Ce Liu, and Dilip 
Krishnan. 2020. Supervised Contrastive Learning. In NeurIPS. 18661–18673.

• SupCon pulls representations of the same class closer than those of different classes.

• SupCon shows advantages over cross-entropy on the ImageNet classification tasks.

Classifier Cross-entropy 
Loss

Data Encoder SupCon
Loss



Limitation of SupCon Loss
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• Misinterpret the intrinsic data property.
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• Intra-class variances and inter-class similarities.

The difficulty of learning 
the classifier is increased.

Cluster



GS-SupCon: A Straightforward Solution

• Basic Idea: Express the intrinsic data property by the nodes' cluster distributions, 
and retain the distributions during supervised contrastive learinng.

• Solution: GS-SupCon conducts supervised contrastive learning within each cluster. 
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Overlook some 
potentially useful 

positve sample pairs.
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CDA: Cluster-Aware Data Augmentation
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• Basic Idea: Softly narrow the embedding space for supervised contrastive learning.

• Solution: CDA performs interpolation between a positive/negative sample and the 
anchor's cluster prototype in embedding space. The interpolation weight is adjusted.



Why can CDA Work?

The augmentations softly narrow the embedding space for supervised contrastive 
learning, so that the pulling strength and pushing strength between original sample 
pairs can be indirectly weakened to help retain the nodes' cluster distributions.

Cluster center Augmented positive Augmented negative
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ClusterSCL

Soft 
Clustering

Cluster-Aware 
Discriminator

• Variational EM algorithm for inference 
and learning.

• Cluster-aware discriminator predicts the 
CDA-based positive sample for an anchor.

• Soft clustering module calculates the 
cluster distribution for each anchor node.
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Experiments

• GS-SupCon derives comparable or better performance compared with SupCon.
• ClusterSCL outperforms GS-SupCon on most of the datasets. 
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Petar Velickovic, William Fedus, William L. Hamilton, Pietro Liò, Yoshua Bengio, and R. Devon Hjelm. 2019. Deep Graph Infomax. In ICLR.

Deep Graph InfoMax -- DGI

• DGI encodes the global information into each node representation via a contrastive loss.



Does Decoupled Training with DGI Stably Perform Well?

Settings:
• Inconsistency is the core factor impacting graph 

anomaly detection.
• Additive inverse of silhouette coefficient is used 

to quantify the inconsistency η.

Observation:
• Decoupled training may not always improve, and 

even brings negative influence when the data gets 
highly inconsistent.



Partition

Node-Cluster Contrast

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

DCI loss encodes the semi-global 
context into the node representations.

Cluster representation:

Maximize the local-semi-global affinity scores:

Deep Cluster InfoMax -- DCI

In practice, we re-cluster nodes based on 
the node representations after every 
certain number of training epochs.



Partition 

Cluster 1 Cluster 2 Cluster 3

Why Can DCI Work?

Behaviors within the same cluster are often more concentrated than those in the whole graph.

The differences between normal users and fraudsters can be amplified in a concentrated space.



Experiments

Datasets: Baselines:

• Joint learning algorithms:
CARE-GNN, GAT, GeniePath, and GIN

• SSL losses for decoupled training:
GAE, RW, GCC, and DGI. 
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Overall Evaluation

• Decoupled training contributes to the anomaly detection.
• DCI is an effective self-supervised loss for decoupled training.
• Multi-task learning can outperform the joint training, but not always outperforms.
• Decoupled training shows advantages over multi-task learning. 21



Comparison between ClusterSCL and DCI

• The two-stage training generally performs better than the end-to-end training.
• Unsupervised DGI and DCI also obtain good performance.
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Conclusions

• Contributions:
• We emphasize the effectiveness of two-stage training for supervised graph 

learning tasks.
• We study contrastive learning for the two-stage training.
• We incorporate clustering techniques to reduce the influence of data 

inconsistence on contrastive learning.

• To discuss:
• Is it possible to use the soft clustering technique under the unsupervised setting?
• The inconsistency is difficult to be measured and controlled in real data.
• Can we handle tough non-homophily graphs using the idea of cluster-enhanced 

contrastive learning? 
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Thank you!
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